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Notes

Welcome to NEEHU!
Thank you for joining us this weekend as we explore more of the
possibilities of hypnosis together!
Our community faced a huge challenge in the past few months
when FetLife deleted all groups containing the word “hypnosis.”
In an instant, without warning, years of discussions, events, writings, and the groups that connect many in our community were
gone without a trace. Minutes afterwards, the community was
coming together on Skype, spreading word about what happened
over social media. In the hours and days following, we organized
into teams to work on re-creating that which was lost. We were
confused, shocked, angry, but united in our love for the community that we had built over years. One of the teams that formed was
the Advocacy team, where many talented individuals with diverse
backgrounds came together to work closely with the National Coalition for Sexual Freedom (NCSF) to speak up for our kink. The
NCSF worked with FetLife and was instrumental in negotiating
the restoration of our hypnosis content on FetLife, and to make
changes that enable more people to find out about hypnosis as a
kink.
And now, here we are, together for this weekend despite one of
our main communication outlets being gone during peak planning
time. Thank you to everyone who helped spread information
when our content was gone from Fetlife! Your efforts even
helped a few new people find NEEHU and our community. Please work hard to help our newer folks feel like they are
part of our crazy and wonderful family.

Mephki
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We Want Your Feedback!
General Convention Feedback:
https://tinyurl.com/NEEHU8feedback
Presenter/Presentation Feedback:
https://tinyurl.com/NEEHU8schedule

Notes
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Notes

Thank You!
Con-Chair: Mephki
Kitchen Ops: MindControlFun, MentalConfetti, Mephki
Emotional Support Team: faycreature, SuppleSpiral, AmHypnotic
Volunteer Coordinator: BaronVoltage
Society Liaison: AmHypnotic
Programming/program book: Mephki, Wiseguy (program book code), Mephki
(cover art) , Hypnomaestro (printing)
Amazing volunteers: AmHypnotic, Ariadne, BaronVoltage, Crimson, Dais, dizzyninja, DoloresUmbridge, Englishchef, FyrWalker, Gaige, Gaige, HypnoMaestro,
Jana, Lily, MindControlFun, MentalConfetti, Mephki, Misty, Mouse, Nate, SuppleSpiral, V, MistressVanilla, Yoshi
Amazing venue: The Society!!!
Special thanks: Solamnus, faycreature, Shaia

Join us on Discord!
Communicate instantly with other con-goers using Discord! Live-chat a class or
discuss a topic in more depth! Also great for finding a ride or meeting up for
dinner, and so much more!

https://discord.gg/a4YACzb

Vendors
Wiseguy—Mind Play books
LeeAllure–-Hypnotic Amnesia
DeviantSimian—Chainmail
NEEHU—NEEHU pins and spiral bandanas
Chewtoy—Books and CDs

4
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Directions to The Society
The Society
806 Windsor Street
Hartford, CT 06120

Hyatt House Hartford/ North Windsor
200 Corporate Dr
Windsor, CT 06095

Hyatt House to The Society (9 min w/o traffic ~7 miles):
Head west on Corporate Dr toward Day Hill Rd, turn right onto Day Hill Road,
use right lane to merge onto I-91 S toward Hartford. Drive ~6 miles on I-91.
Take exit 33 Jennings Rd and turn right onto Jennings Rd, continue for 0.4
miles then turn left onto Windsor Street.
The Society to Hyatt House (10 min w/o traffic ~8 miles)
Head north on Windsor Street toward Boce Barlow Way. Turn right onto Boce
Barlow Way, continue onto Jennings Rd then turn left onto I-91 N ramp. Follow I-91 for ~6mi then take exit 38 Poquonock Ave. Use right lane to turn
onto CT-75/Poquonock Ave then take the Day Hill Rd exit to Day Hill Road.
Continue on Day Hill Road for 0.3 miles then turn left onto Corporate Drive.

Sunday Dinner—7PM at The Yarde Tavern
The Yarde Tavern
1658 King St
Enfield, CT 06082
(860) 254-5778
$20 Prix fixe or order off menu if needed
RSVP link: https://tinyurl.com/NEEHU8dinner
DIRECTIONS:
Get on I-91 North (3 min)
Follow I-91 North to CT-140 E in East Windsor. Take Exit 45 from I-91 N (4
min)
Drive to US-5 N in Enfield (2 min)
9 minutes, 6.8 miles

Local events:
Saturday March 18 — Hypnosis New Jersey Presents: Abracadabra: Hypnosis
for Magical Effects in Scene with HypnoStory
Saturday March 25 — New England Hypnosis Group Munch at Bertucci’s
Wednesday March 29th — (NYC) TES Hypnokink Group: Ten Essential Skills
for Ethical Erotic Hypnosis with MrDream
Wednesday March 29th — Manchester, NH Munch
Check the Calendar at Hypnation.org for more events near you! Don’t see your
event? Join the group of people editing the National Erotic Hypnosis Calendar! Email mephki@nehg.info to get started.

Authors in our Community:





Wiseguy (Mind Play, Mind Play: Study Guide)
LeeAllure & DJ Pynchon (Hypnotic Amnesia: the book you remember on how to forget)
Sondra Lambert (In Trance: Hypnosis from the Subject’s Point of View)
Chewtoy/Charlie Bitten (Erotic Hypnosis Scripts)
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Upcoming Events!

New? Start here!
Congratulations on making it to NEEHU! We want to make sure you have a wonderful time, so here are some things we think will help you get started:
1.

Look for the purple classes on the schedule! They’re designed for beginners.
The green ones are for everyone, including you!

2.

Don’t be afraid to ask questions! We love answering them! There will be people
wearing “mentor” and “ask me anything” ribbons.

3.

Take advantage of Mentored Trance Area in the Main room! There will be
mentors available to practice with throughout the con.

4.

Take care of yourself! We have food and snacks and water for you. Sleep and a
shower are an essential part of every day. If you are hungry, drop by the kitchen and grab a bite. If you have dietary issues, ask a kitchen staffer, we will find
something you can eat!

5.

You are free to ask anyone to do anything. You are not obliged to do anything
with anyone. Others may say no to you; accept that.

http://jeffmachevents.org/hypnosisinthecatskills/

The Western Erotic Hypnosis Unconference - Year 5!
October 20th-22nd, 2017
At a small hotel just outside San Francisco, CA

http://WEEHU.org

Definitions of difficulty levels:
All levels—Everyone will enjoy this class!
Beginner—New to hypnosis, 0-5 sessions, no knowledge is assumed
Intermediate—Some hypnosis experience, 5-50 sessions knowledge of basic induction techniques and terminology expected. (This will be you at the end of this conference!)

January 12 -Jan 14, 2018
www.Charmedhypno.org

Set sail with SEAHU Fall 2018

Advanced—50+ sessions, comfortable with many inductions/suggestion techniques, knowledge of how to handle abreactions.

6
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DAY LAYOUT

NIGHT LAYOUT

Sleepingirl
sleepingirl is an enthusiastic writer, presenter, and podcast-er with a deep, lifelong passion for hypnosis and
kink. Since formally entering the community in 2012 she has taught classes for both bottoms and tops at
events across the states. She lives D/s 24/7 with her Owner and their mutual property. She writes porn and
perspective on hypnosis and kink at http://h-sleepingirl.tumblr.com/ and her hypnosis podcast with her
partner cckitten can be found at https://soundcloud.com/twohypchicks.



Taking their Breath Away: Hypnotic Breath Play (Use the Force (Fri 4:15PM, Classroom
1)

SuppleSpiral **
Supple is a 20 year enthusiast of all things mind control, hypnosis, and kink. From new england, this mama
bear is a switchnotist with a dark dominant side, and a cute little side... fun and play... yet total enchantment, what more could one ask for in a supple sprite who loves to wield her energy!



Hypno-Madlibs (Fri 8:00PM, Classroom 2)

Wiseguy
Hypno Obi-wan to the community since before there were annual events, Wiseguy brings his brand of
humor and fun into classes that teach how to be safe, responsible, and effective with erotic hypnosis. In real
life he is a professional hypnotist and NLP practitioner, a trainer of professional hypnotism and NLP, and
author of the books Mind Play: A Guide to Erotic Hypnosis and The Mind Play Study Guide. He is also on
the organizing committee for Charmed!









Erotic Hypnosis 101 (Fri 10:00AM, Classroom 2)
Hypno-Topping Essentials (Sat 9:00AM, Classroom 2)
Let Me See You Shake (Sat 10:00AM, Classroom 2)
Making It Stick (Sat 6:00PM, Roundtable Room)
Own the Room (Sun 11:00AM, Roundtable Room)
Hypnotizing a Hypnotist (Sun 12:00PM, Classroom 2)
Hypnotic Anesthesia and Enhanced Sensation (Sun 3:00PM, Classroom 2)

ZanyM
Zanym (or Morgan) helps to run the NYC TES Hypnokink group. Zanym is pansexual and genderfluid and
is collector of experiences. She teaches classes, writes smut, records audios and is a rope lover. Morgan
offers private hypnosis sessions online, as well as private in person rope lessons, bodywork, and hypnosis
for a fee. She is available to teach classes for private groups as well as conventions. She can be contacted at
zanymo@gmail.com. Her writing can be found at http://zanythoughts.tumblr.com. If you’d like to support
her patreon for awesome and often personalized rewards that link is http://www.patreon.com/zany.



Taking their Breath Away: Hypnotic Breath Play (Use the Force (Fri 4:15PM, Classroom
1)

New Presenters @ NEEHU ** (highlighted in green)
NEEHU 8 would like to recognize and celebrate our new (to NEEHU) presenters. Please go out
of your way to attend their classes and offer them constructive feedback! Thank you:

Baron Voltage, Captain Mike, Erogenous Mind, FallingInward, FayCreature,
Graydancer, loniangel, Loopy, MindControlFun, Paxton, and sex-obsessedlesbian!
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Percy
Lord Percival has been active in the scene, both in private and in public, for more than 40 years. While
many of us know him for his mastery of rope, he also has an extensive knowledge of many other areas of
play, including but not limited to: take-downs, breath play, caning, whips, electricity, knives, pressure
points and mental bondage, aka hypnosis. Education is a particular passion of Percy's. He has been a teacher, lecturer, mentor, and trainer in the scene for over a quarter century. Currently, he is Director of Programming and Education on the Board of NELA (New England Leather Alliance), and has been chair of the
Fetish Fair Fleamarket(R).






Your First Few Scripts (Fri 3:00PM, Classroom 2)
Dropping Right In (Sat 2:00PM, Classroom 3)
Dehumanizations: Animals, Age-Play, and Objects (Sat 3:30PM, Classroom 3)
The Art of Fractionation (Sun 10:00AM, Roundtable Room)

RoseSpells
RoseSpells is a 50/50 switch who has been part of the hypnosis scene for the past ten years. A moderator on
Hypwatch, she also has published popular YouTube hypnosis videos under the name Mistress Crystal Sapphire.



1. This is a 21+ event.
2. Smoking/Alcohol/Drugs. The hotel and The Society are non-smoking venues. The Society is a dry venue. Drinks allowed in con suite. No illegal drugs.
(This includes marijuana.)
3. No photography or audio/video recording in The Society. Photography
and other recording is allowed at the hotel, but attendees are expected to get
permission from everyone in the picture/recording.
4. No vaginal/anal/oral sex at The Society.

Hypnoamory (Sat 5:00PM, Roundtable Room)

Sebastian Steerpike
Sebastian Steerpike is a Chicago-based writer and hypnotist who likes talking and teaching. And trancing
people. He also makes and distributes thousands of Hypno Scouts badges.






The Rules!

Hypno Scouts Ice Breaker (Fri 8:00PM, Classroom 1)
Hypno Scouts Ice Breaker (Sat 11:15AM, Classroom 1)
Hypnoamory (Sat 5:00PM, Roundtable Room)
MC Fantasy and Hypno Reality: (Sun 12:00PM, Classroom 1)

5. Please see The Society’s rules for play of different kinds. Please contain
your fluids. Dispose of sharps safely.
6. You are free to ask anyone to do anything. You are not obliged to do anything with anyone. Others may say no to you; accept that.
7. Nudity is allowed at The Society.

sex-obsessed-lesbian **

8. Respect the Con staff and DMs.

sex-obsessed-lesbian (check out her Tumblr!) has been doing hypnosis for a few years, nerding out about
sex since high school, and making bad puns since approximately forever. Hypnosis turned her on before she
even knew what it meant to get turned on, and the wonderful world of Tumblr taught her that it was an
actual thing. Since then, she’s been romping around the countryside thinking and talking about consent,
creativity, and ways to do silly and sexy things with people’s brains.

9. Respect our neighbors. Please dress and act vanilla in hotel public areas,
including the swimming pool.




Setting Your Subjects Up for Success (Fri 12:00PM, Classroom 3)
MacGyver Inductions (Sat 5:00PM, Classroom 3)

SinistreMinister
SinistreMinister is a Certified Yoga Instructor (200-hour) and ordained Zen Buddhist Minister. He integrates contemplative practice with all aspects of life, drawing from trainings in meditation, sexual shamanism, Nonviolent Communication, the Work of Byron Katie, circles for deep listening and community organizing. He has assisted his Buddhist teacher in leading workshops around the world and has taught in locations ranging from Massachusetts to Great Britain to Poland. His path has led him to live at spiritual centers
and on the streets, to follow the footsteps of the Buddha in India and to practice at a former Nazi death
camp in Europe.



Clothing-Optional Yoga (Sun 10:00AM, Classroom 1)

10. Respect other event attendees. Don't touch anyone or their property (be it
people or toybags) without their permission.
11. Respect the space. Wipe down equipment or furniture after use.
12. Respect the scenes of others. Don't disrupt scenes with conversations near
them or loud commentary on the actions in progress. Don't talk to players in
the middle of their scene. Common safewords are “SAFEWORD” or “RED”
and are used by scene participants to bring the scene to a stop to address an
issue.
13. Have fun and enjoy yourself.

8
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Mephki

Friday Night Activities
6-6:30PM
Master
Charles

Hypno
Scouts Icebreaker
(Sebs)

Quiet
Room

Quiet
Space

Magic Hat

Play Party
Quiet Space

Rapid InducHypno
tion Round
Madlibs
Robin
(SuppleSpir
(Wiseguy)
al)

The Floor is
Lava
(Queenofga
mes)

Play Party

Quiet
6:30-7PM Space

7-7:30PM

7:30-8PM

8PM

8:30PM

9PM

9:30PM

10PM1AM

Mephki is the co-founder of the New England Hypnosis Group, founder of the *EHU movement, founder
and organizer of NEEHU, and supporter of the EH community in any way possible. Her passion is bringing
together people who love hypnosis, and helping everyone find the knowledge and skills they need to get
their hypnokink on. Hypnation.org is currently Mephki's focus, since the Great Fetlife Deletion. In addition
to hypnosis, Mephki enjoys board games, baking, and rope.





Rope, Connection, Trance (Fri 11:00AM, Classroom 1)
Intro to NEEHU (Fri 2:00PM, Classroom 1)
Community Leader Roundtable (Fri 3:00PM, Roundtable Room)

Miala
One of the earliest online hypnodommes, Miala has been experimenting with erotic hypnosis for almost 20
years now.



Nonverbal Methods: Hypnosis Through Intent (Sun 10:00AM, Classroom 2)

MindControlFun **
I was shanghaied into presenting and now I am stuck trying to write a presenter bio! Send help and food.

Medical
FishPlay Room bowl

Social
Space

Play Party

Social Gaming (Cards
Against Humanity, etc)



Imperio! - Incorporating Fantasy into Hypnosis (Sun 11:00AM, Classroom 1)

Moon-Gazer
Moon-Gazer is the founder and owner of Hypnosis New Jersey. Moon has loved the idea of mind control
and hypnosis since they've been young. Pure reaction junkie, Moon uses a combination of creative sadistic
scenarios along with sensual hypnotic techniques to create very hot BDSM scenes.

Social
space
(no
play)





Impactful Inductions (Fri 11:00AM, Classroom 3)
Let's Get Fractionated (Sat 10:00AM, Roundtable Room)
Body Horror (Sun 3:00PM, Classroom 3)

Meet'n'Greet

lots of appetizers!

Hang out at small tables!

Paxton is a quiet, shy boy until he is very much not. He is a genderqueer, neuro-atypical trans*guy who has
been in and out of the hypno scene for 4 years. His trance style is informed by academic study of Buddhism
and focus on subject empowerment. He strives to create alternative narratives within hypnosis community
about who, how, and where trance can benefit different kinds of people. He is primarily a trance bottom, but
is an opinionated switch generally and incorporates trance into other situations by non-typical routes. He
enjoys deep conversations around philosophy, psychology, power exchange, and service. Paxton is also the
Owned Asset belonging to FayCreature.




Queering Trance: Hacking Gender with the Mind (Sat 11:15AM, Roundtable Room)
Neurodiverse Trance: Hypnosis with the Atypical Mind (Sun 12:00PM, Roundtable
Room)

Queenofgames
Queenofgames has been doing hypnosis for a little over a year. She is a bratty switch, and likes to turn
almost everything into a game.


Back
room

Fractionation Races (moon- Quiet
gazer, D’artagnan)
Space

Don’t Come … Yet (sexobsessed-lesbian)

Play Party

Small lounge Large room

Queer Social
(moon-gazer)

Social space

Paxton **

The Floor Is Lava (Fri 9:00PM, Classroom 1)
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LeeAllure
LeeAllure has been entrancing people with her silk-like voice for many years. She organises NEST, DeepMindDarkWood, and the London Hypnosis Workshops. She teaches hypnosis classes at various international BDSM events, and is the author of Hypnotic Amnesia, the Book You Remember on How to Forget, with
D.J. Pynchon.






Inductions Workshop (Fri 11:00AM, Classroom 2)
Does this smell like Chloroform to you? Drugs, Needles, Fear Play and CNC. (Sat
2:00PM, Classroom 1)
Group Hypo-subliminal-brainwashing experience (Sat 5:00PM, Classroom 1)
Hypno-oh-Oh-OH! (Sat 6:00PM, Classroom 1)

loniangel **
heather is a bisexual, service oriented, slave from Frederick, Maryland. she has been involved in BDSM for
over twenty years. she has been involved in a power exchange dynamic, owned, and in service for most of
her adult life. her path began in 1992, in Arkansas, she has since been involved in the local scene in Pittsburgh, PA, and Maryland. her need to serve has led to countless hours spent volunteering at many events
locally and nationally. she has also been very proactive in bringing awareness to abuse within the community. Advocacy and volunteerism within the community is a very important part of her life. she is currently an
owned, collared slave and very happily lives in service to her Sir 24/7.

Saturday Night Activities
The Society is open to play to both NEEHU attendees and Society
members (this is why we can’t have so much programming). Here’s a
list of things you could try at the party on Saturday night!
1. Do some speed trancing with the Magic Hat
2. Check out the Bimbo Game Show at 9PM
3. Hang out or do hypnosis in a social space
4. Check out the back room as a location for one on one trances
5. Read through the Wishes/Dreams/Desires/Secrets cards

Loopy **
The Hypnosis Office Assistant is an intelligent user interface for Tumblr that assists users by way of an
interactive advice blog, which interfaces with Hypnosis Help Content. It is included in MEEHU 3 (version
2016), in NEEHU 8 (version 2017), and on over 800 tumblr accounts.



Ask Loopy! (Sat 10:00AM, Classroom 1)

LuckyAlbatross
Liz/LuckyAlbatross has been active in the public scene since 1998 and enjoys merging intellectual theory
with real world practicality and a hefty dose of whimsy. She has presented in events all over the US, including Alaska and Hawaii. Liz was a member of Black Rose in DC and the Baltimore Educational and Social
Society (BESS), where she was elected as Secretary for two years and Chair of the Board for one year.
Currently living outside Philadelphia, she was previously in Austin, TX where she was the Arbiter of the
local group GWNN and Service Leader of Element. Her favorite fetishes are formal wear and connections
and she greatly enjoys hypnosis and objectification.






Hypnotic Service Vacations (Sat 11:15AM, Classroom 3)
Ask Me Anything: Orgasms (Sat 12:00PM, Classroom 2)
Subject Empowerment Part 1: Know Thyself & Boundaries (Sat 5:00PM, Classroom 2)
Subject Empowerment Part 2: Trigger Safeties & Control Panels (Sat 6:00PM, Classroom
2)

Melody
Melody is as a poly kinky geeky queer inter-sectional feminist that is working towards becoming a witch.





Hypnosis For Fearplay (Sat 9:00AM, Classroom 3)
Hypnosis for more creative Doll Play (Sat 6:00PM, Classroom 3)
Make it Hurt (Sun 12:00PM, Classroom 3)

6. Hang out in the blanket fort
7. Grab a snack in the kitchen
8. Ask that person who you find fascinating to share a scene with you
9. Watch all the scenes going on around you (make sure to not disturb
them!)
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Ongoing Activities
Mentored Trance Practice (various)
Time: All day Friday, Saturday, Sunday! (Hands-on, Mentored practice)
Audience/Experience level: Everyone, All levels
May contain: Depends on what people bring with them
Refine a technique, learn and practice a new one, or get help with something that's been difficult for you
from one of our experienced hypnotists and subjects. There is no lecture, no agenda; just bring what you
want to work on and let us help you with it. Mentors vary from session to session but we make sure to include people with experience on both sides of the induction.

Presenter Office Hours
Time: All day Friday, Saturday, Sunday! (Hands-on, Mentored practice)
Audience/Experience level: Everyone, All levels
May contain: Depends on what people bring with them
Ask that awesome presenter questions after class! Spend some small group time with your favorite presenters!

Art Table
Time: All day Friday, Saturday, Sunday! (Hands-on)
Audience/Experience level: Everyone, All levels
May contain: Glitter?
There will be a table available for people to relax with some artsy goodness! We will have markers/crayons
and coloring books/mandalas, floss to make friendship bracelets and to make your own crystal pendant,
spirographs, and whatever else people bring!

Blanket Fort & Random Hammocks
Time: All day Friday, Saturday, Sunday!
Audience/Experience level: Everyone, All levels
May contain: Pillows, blankets, relaxed people
This is a place to hang out and relax. A nice nook for trance or a quiet cuddle, the blanket fort offers gently
changing LED lighting and a nice retreat from the bustle of the con. There will also be hammocks around
the space. Because, hammocks!

Party Activities
Hypno Scouts Icebreaker (Sebastian Steerpike)
Time: Friday Night
May contain: Trance, meeting new friends
Hypno Scouts is a just-for-fun way to meet people, get new ideas, and create a NEEHU 8 memento by
collecting little sticker "merit badges" for various hypno, play, un-con, and social activities. Join us for a
short introduction to Hypno Scouts--it's a great opportunity to get to know folks, pair up, and get started
earning some badges! Newcomers, first-timers, and experienced Scouts are all welcome!

FayCreature **
Fay Creature is a New York-based dominant/top with 15 years of experience in BDSM. She is relatively
new to hypnosis/trance, which she has been exploring intimately during the past year. Fay approaches bdsm
and trance through a lens of power-with and radical equality. She is passionate about facilitating discussions
where all voices are heard, including the very quiet ones.




Queering Trance: Hacking Gender with the Mind (Sat 11:15AM, Roundtable Room)
Neurodiverse Trance: Hypnosis with the Atypical Mind (Sun 12:00PM, Roundtable
Room)

Graydancer **
Gray Miller, aka “Graydancer”, has been teaching, performing, and advocating for kink and BDSM for over
a decade. He works as an event producer, public speaker, and writer. He created the Open-Space kink event
"GRUE.space" as well as the longest-running kinky podcast on the web. He currently is the Managing
Director of ROPECRAFT.net and is working with Heather Gardner and others to create a non-profit organization "Consent.Rocks, Inc". Gray is passionate about rope, power exchange, leather, cigars, consent in the
community, performance, and adult sex education. Find out more at graydancer.com.

Hypnomaestro
Hypnomaestro has over 35 years experience in all aspects of hypnosis: therapy, stage and recreational. He is
a certified hypnotherapist, hypnotherapy instructor and acclaimed stage hypnotist. His HypnoVideo material was among the first erotic hypnosis videos using real hyponsis.







Basic Inductions (Fri 4:15PM, Classroom 2)
Abreactions (Sat 10:00AM, Classroom 3)
Creating Alternate Personalities (Sat 12:00PM, Classroom 3)
Creating Hallucination (Sun 11:00AM, Classroom 3)
Differing Ethics: Recreational, Stage, Therapy, Experimental (Sun 3:00PM, Roundtable
Room)

Hypnomaster_D
HypnoMaster_D has met many subconsciouses since 2005, and has been showing other hypnotists how to
do so since NEEHU 2. On Fet, he runs the proudly restored group Erotic Hypnosis and Global Suggestion.





Skip the Trance (Fri 10:00AM, Classroom 3)
Hello Subconscious (Fri 4:15PM, Classroom 3)
Crafting Creative Scenes Together (Sat 9:00AM, Classroom 1)

Lady Adventure
Lady A has been an avid hypno subject for more than 8 years. From the very beginning Lady's adventures
have been profoundly co created within the phenomenal relationship she shares with her Subconscious.
Coming to NEEHU to give and be an example of " What more is Possible" , bring on the Erotica.





Skip the Trance (Fri 10:00AM, Classroom 3)
Hello Subconscious (Fri 4:15PM, Classroom 3)
Crafting Creative Scenes Together (Sat 9:00AM, Classroom 1)
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DJ Pynchon
DJ Pynchon has been exploring the nooks and crannies of hypnosis from the sidelines for 20-odd years. In
the last year he finally got off the sidelines and into the game and his life has been immeasurably better
because of it. He has co-written a book, Hypnotic Amnesia, with LeeAllure, exploring the various techniques and mindsets that are helpful for cultivating forgetfulness, available now in paperback and for Kindle. They are working on a new book on Hypnotic Inductions and he hopes to have a collection of short
stories available for publication soon. He keeps blogs at djypynchon.wordpress.com and hypno- sandwich.tumblr.com.








Inductions Workshop (Fri 11:00AM, Classroom 2)
Intro to NEEHU (Fri 2:00PM, Classroom 1)
Ethical Pick Up Play (Sat 12:00PM, Roundtable Room)
Does this smell like Chloroform to you? Drugs, Needles, Fear Play and CNC. (Sat
2:00PM, Classroom 1)
Group Hypo-subliminal-brainwashing experience (Sat 5:00PM, Classroom 1)
Hypno-oh-Oh-OH! (Sat 6:00PM, Classroom 1)

EnScenic
EnScenic, aka Noelle, fell into the erotic hypnosis community when she was researching hypnosis for a
story and found that she liked it too much to leave again. She has presented at several events, including
NEEHU7, and likes to focus on empowering subjects, as well as incorporating music in various forms into
hypnotic play. She also still writes stuff, which can be found at noellehastranceadventures.blogspot.com and
enscenic.tumblr.com .






Continuing the Conversation: Education & Counseling as Tools to Prevent Consent Injuries (Fri 10:00AM, Roundtable Room)
Hypno-Bloggers Roundtable (Fri 12:00PM, Roundtable Room)
Crafting Musical Inductions pt 1 (Sat 3:30PM, Classroom 2)
Crafting Musical Inductions pt 2 (Sun 10:00AM, Classroom 3)

Erogenous Mind **
Erogenous Mind is a hypnotist and author of tumblr smut. He has been an active part of the community for
two years and was lurking for much longer than is reasonable before that. Normally trapped far away from
the civilized, hypnosis-inclined world, EM treks to these events to enjoy playing with hypnosis in most of
its forms.




The Pen is Mightier (Sat 11:15AM, Classroom 2)
MC Fantasy and Hypno Reality: (Sun 12:00PM, Classroom 1)

FallingInward **
FallingInward is an explorer in the world of the mind, a lover of language, and a pretty decent cook! They
have had a long time interest in trance, and more recently its applications in d/s play, erotic fantasy, and
recreational brainwashing. They have been part of the online erotic hypnosis community for 3 years. In d/s
terms, FallingInward is a switch, and enjoys power exchange and hypnosis from all angles! They dabble in
writing erotic hypnosis stories, private recordings for play partners, and experimenting with creative new
uses for conditioning techniques in a private setting.



Rapid Induction Round Robin (Wiseguy)
Time: Friday Night
May contain: Trance, meeting new friends
Practice your rapid inductions in rapid succession under the watchful eye of Wiseguy!

Fractionation Races (moon-gazer, D’artagnan)
Time: Friday Night
Audience/Experience level: Everyone, All levels
May contain: Trance
Watch two masters of fractionation compete to create the most bewildered subject!

Don’t Come … Yet (sex-obsessed-lesbian)
Time: Friday Night
May contain: Trance, orgasms, nudity
Think it's cute when folks are being taunted, teased, and tormented, trying desperately not to come but
ultimately unable to help themselves? Us too! Come watch sexy people try to resist the orgasmic encouragement of their tops; this show is sure to keep you on the EDGE... of your seat ;-)

The Floor is Lava (Queenofgames)
Time: Friday Night
May contain: Trance, meeting new friends
This game is just as the title says: a simple childhood game of The Floor Is Lava with some hypnosis
thrown in. Come to play, become an obstacle for the people playing, or simply watch the chaos ensue!

Hypno Mad-Libs (SuppleSpiral)
Time: Friday Night
May contain: Humor
Madlibs, with a kinky twist! This is a adult NSFW presentation that is meant to be funny, silly, and tension
taming (at least a little bit) so come madlib with me!

Social Gaming
Time: Friday Night
May contain: Meeting new friends, geekery
Ever wish you could just hang out with people and play games? Wish granted! We will have Cards
Against Humanity, One Night Werewolf, Codename, and more! Bring games!

Magic Hat (MindControlFun, Mephki, et al)
Time: Friday and Saturday Night
May contain: Trance, meeting new friends
Put your name into the Magic Hat and it will pair you up with another hypnokinkster for a short (6 minute)
trance or other interaction. (Pairs are not obliged to trance if they don't feel comfy.)

The Hypnofetish Trust Pyramid (Fri 4:15PM, Roundtable Room)

Bimbo Game Show (LuckyAlbatross)
Time: Saturday Night
May contain: Hypnosis, bimbos
These games showcase the capabilities of hypnosis and the human mind, and will also be a lot of fun!
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Class Descriptions
Abreactions (Hypnomaestro)
Time: Sat 10:00AM in Classroom 3 (Lecture)
Audience/Experience level: Everyone, All levels
May contain: Emotional intensity
Learn how to recognize and respond to abreactions (unexpected, often negative, responses during trance). A
must for any beginning hypnotist and a great refresher for experienced hypnotists. May include emotionally
intense content.

Ask Loopy! (Loopy)
Time: Sat 10:00AM in Classroom 1 (Discussion, Comedy)
Audience/Experience level: Everyone, All levels
May contain: Comedy
Who couldn't use a little help as a subject or hypnotist? Installed as of MEEHU 3, Clippy is your Hypnosis
Office Assistant, providing friendly, well-meaning advice for hypnotists, subjects, and everyone else! The
presentation will include 30 minutes of Q&A where attendees will be able to ask questions of Loopy, and
15 minutes of Q&A with the mind behind Loopy!

Ask Me Anything: Orgasms (LuckyAlbatross)
Time: Sat 12:00PM in Classroom 2 (Discussion)
Audience/Experience level: Everyone, All levels
May contain: Orgasm
If you are curious about orgasms and hypnosis, here is the place to ask. Identifying as a bisexual polyamorous switch sacred whore, Liz was unable to orgasm until 18 and now she can orgasm on command,
hand those controls to others, and has trained hypnotic orgasmic control to many others of all backgrounds,
bio, kink, vanilla and otherwise. Come to listen to the journey of emotional security, physical empowerment
and hypnotic embrace and ASK ANYTHING you were ever curious about.

Basic Inductions (Hypnomaestro)
Time: Fri 4:15PM in Classroom 2 (Lecture, Hands-on)
Audience/Experience level: Hypnotist, Beginner (0-5 sessions)
An overview of some simple, basic inductions such as Fixation and Progressive Relaxation.

Body Horror (Ariadne, Moon-Gazer)
Time: Sun 3:00PM in Classroom 3 (Lecture, Discussion, Demo)
Audience/Experience level: Everyone, Advanced (50+ sessions, comfortable with many induction/
suggestion techniques)
May contain: Hypnosis demo, Emotional intensity, Pain, Violence, Fear, Horror
Do you like the idea of a human body slowly tearing itself apart as the person inside is forced to watch and
experience everything as it happens? How about being painfully transformed by an alien virus? Or maybe
growing an extra pair of eyes on the palms of the hands? This class is for those who want to experience or
help their partner experience scary, gross, or disturbing things happening to their body. We will discuss
camp, classic. and modern horror tropes to spark your creativity so much, your whole brain might spontaneously combust. We will also discuss how to use hypnotic and other techniques to create an experience that
will really take on a life of it's own and consume you.

Captain Mike **
Captain Mike is a new face in the scene, but he's an old hand at the art of language. With a BA in English
and a MA in Writing, he's a definite word nerd who's always ready to discuss intricacies and inanities of
language. His interests are more varied than mere vernacular, however, and he can often be engaged in
discussion about history, piracy, polyamory, general kink, film, stories, and costuming. Captain Mike is
readily identified by his naturally curly hair and propensity for outrageous claims.




Clearer Language, Better Response (Sat 3:30PM, Roundtable Room)
Subject Empowerment Part 2: Trigger Safeties & Control Panels (Sat 6:00PM, Classroom
2)

Carneggy
Carneggy has been hypnotizing folks for a variety of recreational purposes for over 25 years, after a friend
said 'Hey, let me show you guys this neat thing I learned!' He's been an admin for multiple online community rooms and presented classes at several events. For those of you that talk to him online, he's not actually a
muppet, honest.




Creating Alternate Personalities (Sat 12:00PM, Classroom 3)
The traps of terminology - vocabulary negotiations and verbal limits (Sat 2:00PM, Classroom 2)

Chewtoy
Chewtoy has been playing with hypnosis recreationally and writing smutty mind-control stories since the
earliest days of the world-wide web, and recording hypnotic inductions for others' enjoyment since the
earliest days of NEEHU. Along the way he's studied pagan trancework under two different traditions and
been certified by the National Guild of Hypnotists. He has recently published a book of the scripts to all of
his published recordings.




Subject-directed Trances/Being an Active Subject (Sat 2:00PM, Roundtable Room)
Nonverbal Methods: Hypnosis Through Intent (Sun 10:00AM, Classroom 2)

D'artagnan
D'artagnan is a New York based Hypnotist, occasional producer of horror inspired audio recordings and a
co-coordinator for TES's Hypnosis SIG. For the last few years he has sunk a ridiculous amount of time into
developing experimental skills and techniques for kinksters like yourselves. Deeply (no pun intended) dedicated to developing his own skills and the skills of people in the hypnosis-kink community, D'artagnan is
always looking for creative and strange ways to make use of trance.





Hypnosis For Fearplay (Sat 9:00AM, Classroom 3)
Hypnosis for more creative Doll Play (Sat 6:00PM, Classroom 3)
Make it Hurt (Sun 12:00PM, Classroom 3)

dancecode
dancecode defies description and is simply too awesome for words.



Dance for Trance (Sun 3:00PM, Classroom 1)

doomsux
After two decades of on & off searching, doomsux finally located the erotic hypnosis community about four
years ago with the help of Wiseguy's Mind Play. He is a moderator on Hypwatch, and the property of Mistress RoseSpells.



Hypnoamory (Sat 5:00PM, Roundtable Room)
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Presenters
AmHypnotic
AmHypnotic got involved with hypnosis merely to learn how to help himself sleep back when still in college, not taking long to think of many various erotic possibilities after getting past initial skepticism. A
couple years later, he got involved with the New England Hypnosis Group (NEHG) as it got started, then
the NYC Hypnosis group at its beginnings. Since before he learned of his interest in hypnosis, he's always
loved people watching, getting reactions, and teasing in general, and his style with erotic hypnosis tends to
reflect this. A lot. He came into BDSM secondarily after figuring out his interest in erotic hypnosis, and
thus he has a style that strongly intermingles BDSM, hypnosis, and light-hearted teasing.



Kinky Human Tricks (Sat 3:30PM, Classroom 1)

Ariadne
Ariadne is a lover of hypnosis, power exchange, conditioning, and all things psychological and twisted. She
has been involved with the hypnosis community for over three years, formerly hosted the New England
Hypnosis Group's Boston munch (you'll still see her there, when she's in town), and currently presents on
hypnosis and related topics. She has a soft spot for creative use of hypnosis and just about anything else that
subverts expectations, whether hers or someone else's. In her spare time, she writes smut, records hypnosis
files, and plays with pocket watches.






Consensual Non-Consent (Fri 10:00AM, Classroom 1)
Ethics Roundtable: Responsibilities to One Another (Sat 9:00AM, Roundtable Room)
Talking Body (Sat 12:00PM, Classroom 1)
Body Horror (Sun 3:00PM, Classroom 3)

Baron Voltage **
Baron Voltage is an up and coming NJ hypnotist specializing in the arts of post hypnotic stimulation especially through Sadistic pleasure and pain, especially of the electrical variety. He has presented for both TES
and GKE and is volunteer co-ordinator for NEEHU 8.




Oh great, what now?? (Fri 12:00PM, Classroom 1)
Turn up the Juice (Fri 3:00PM, Classroom 3)

CalamityBrain
CalamityBrain is a switchy, submissive, mental, masochist with 6 years experience in the hypnosis community and has been studying, learning about and exploring BDSM since she figured out what google was. She
loves discovering new people to learn from and play with and is open to any questions or comments you
may have. She proudly proclaims herself to be a trance junkie always seeking to explore the darkening
corners of her brain. In real life Calamity is an NGH certified hypnotherapist, and was trained by Wiseguy.



Fractionation Workshop with CalamityBrain (Fri 12:00PM, Classroom 2)

Calico
Calico is a traveler from Texas in search of hypnotic fun all over the country, always seeking to scratch that
itch in new ways with her other pursuits like engineering and voice acting. While 99% a subject, often seen
cuddling up to someone with a free hand for petting, she has been expanding her personal horizons bit by
bit to grant others a taste of the joy she's derived from hypnosis in her own silly, yet methodical way.



Vocal Techniques: Live in the Moment, Become Your Character (Fri 3:00PM, Classroom
1)

Clearer Language, Better Response (Captain Mike)
Time: Sat 3:30PM in Roundtable Room (Lecture)
Audience/Experience level: Hypnotist, All levels
Sit a spell with Captain Mike as he discusses some of the finer points of clear communication, word choice,
inflection, and lingual manipulation to create more fun and effective suggestions. Whether you're looking
for some inspiration for a different set of hypnotic descriptions, or just looking to play with language, Captain Mike is here to lend his thoughts After all, a well-phrased suggestion is a well-followed suggestion!

Clothing-Optional Yoga (SinistreMinister)
Time: Sun 10:00AM in Classroom 1 (Experiential/group trance)
Audience/Experience level: Everyone, All levels
May contain: Nudity
Take a break from the con excitement to chill out, relax and feel fully embodied. Fully dressed, in your
underwear or nude, this class is sure to wake you up and get your blood pumping.

Community Leader Roundtable (Mephki)
Time: Fri 3:00PM in Roundtable Room (Discussion)
Audience/Experience level: Everyone, All levels
We will start by making an agenda together and then go through items in order of popularity and urgency.
Followup on items from previous roundtables may also happen if people have updates.

Consensual Non-Consent (Ariadne)
Time: Fri 10:00AM in Classroom 1 (Lecture, Discussion)
Audience/Experience level: Everyone, Advanced (50+ sessions, comfortable with many induction/
suggestion techniques)
May contain: Hypnosis demo, Emotional intensity, Consensual non-consent
A common fantasy among hypnokinksters is for a hypnotist to have such strong control over the hypnotee
as to make them do anything, even things they don't want to do. Common knowledge among this hypnosis
community is "hypnosis can't make you do things you don't want." These two ideas can and do coexist;
welcome to the realm of consensual non-consent. This class is foremost about CNC in a broader context.
We'll talk about how to negotiate a CNC dynamic that leaves both you and your partner(s) fulfilled and
okay with what happened. We will cover some of varieties on the grand spectrum of consensual non consent dynamics as well as the risks and safety mechanisms inherent to each. We will talk about how to recover from mistakes. We will also discuss how to give and accept suggestions that the hypnotee doesn't (strictly
speaking) want.

Continuing the Conversation: Education & Counseling as Tools to Prevent Consent Injuries (EnScenic)
Time: Fri 10:00AM in Roundtable Room (Discussion)
Audience/Experience level: Everyone, community leaders, event planners, advocates, All levels
May contain: this could be a volatile discussion about a controversial subject
The ongoing conversation in the recreational/erotic hypnosis community about negotiation and consent
thrives as we, as a community, strive to educate each other, newcomers, and the general public about our
often misunderstood kink. One result of this is a greater focus on safety through the identification and removal of predators. What happens, though, when someone new and uneducated makes a mistake? One gut
reaction might be to vilify them and cast them out as unforgivable rather than provide education and counseling; in this class we will discuss the ramifications of this type of action and how it ultimately damages
the community at large rather than helping it, as well as how community leaders and event planners can use
an effective educational strategy to integrate people back into the community.
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Crafting Creative Scenes Together (HypnoMaster_D, Lady Adventure)
Time: Sat 9:00AM in Classroom 1 (Discussion, Demo)
Audience/Experience level: Everyone, Intermediate (5-50 sessions, know some induction/suggestion techniques)
May contain: Hypnosis demo
After trance, do you have a tough time thinking beyond bondage and orgasms? Do you get hung up on your
trance partner "only" responding in a couple of ways? Then let's inspire each other! This session is about
how to build on your partner's strengths, and how you can brainstorm new scenes together. We'll include a
"taxonomy" of hypnotic effects that you can use to boost your creativity.

Crafting Musical Inductions pt 1 (EnScenic)
Time: Sat 3:30PM in Classroom 2 (Discussion, Hands-on)
Audience/Experience level: Everyone, All levels
Music hath charms to soothe the savage beast, or so they say. From drum circles to symphonies, sacred
chants to clubs, music has been used to achieve trance states for centuries. Join this discussion of the various ways in which music is used to induce trance, then come back for Part Two to use what you've learned
to help create a simple musical induction.

Crafting Musical Inductions pt 2 (EnScenic)
Time: Sun 10:00AM in Classroom 3 (Discussion, Hands-on, Experiential/group trance)
Audience/Experience level: Everyone, All levels
May contain: Hypnosis demo
Take what you've learned in part one (or jumping straight in without) to create with the group either a group
trance experience or an induction tailored to a specific person.

Creating Alternate Personalities (Hypnomaestro, Carneggy)
Time: Sat 12:00PM in Classroom 3 (Lecture, Demo)
Audience/Experience level: Everyone, Advanced (50+ sessions, comfortable with many induction/
suggestion techniques)
May contain: Hypnosis demo
Learn how to safely and consensually create short- and long-term alternate personalities in your partner.
This class covers consensual issues, techniques for effectively creating alternate personalities, and a discussion of safety issues. This class is intended for experienced hypnotists and their partners.

Creating Hallucination (Hypnomaestro)
Time: Sun 11:00AM in Classroom 3 (Lecture)
Audience/Experience level: Hypnotist, Intermediate (5-50 sessions, know some induction/suggestion
techniques)
May contain: Hypnosis demo
Hallucinations are one of the most fascinating aspects of hypnosis and also the most difficult to produce.
This class covers the basics of creating powerful hallucinations.

Dance for Trance (dancecode)
Time: Sun 3:00PM in Classroom 1 (Hands-on, Experiential/group trance)
Audience/Experience level: Everyone, Intermediate (5-50 sessions, know some induction/suggestion techniques)
May contain: Hypnosis demo
We'll do some basic dance 101 stuff and discuss how dance can be used for some really delicious kinesthetic inductions.
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The traps of terminology - vocabulary negotiations and verbal limits
(Carneggy)
Time: Sat 2:00PM in Classroom 2 (Lecture, Discussion)
Audience/Experience level: Everyone, Intermediate (5-50 sessions, know some induction/suggestion techniques)
Words are important - the common, basic words used when talking about hypnosis (or doing it), and the
precise language used for maximum effect for both hypnotists and subjects. But simply choosing your own
words carefully isn't always sufficient; many of those words frequently used mean very different things to
different people. This lecture and discussion is about how to bridge those differences in meaning, be more
flexible about the language you use with a partner, why it's important to take the time to discuss and what
certain words mean to them beforehand, and how to deal with verbal limits.

Turn up the Juice (Baron Voltage)
Time: Fri 3:00PM in Classroom 3 (Lecture, Discussion, Demo)
Audience/Experience level: Subject, Hypnotist, Everyone, All levels
May contain: Hypnosis demo, Pain, Fear
Learn the feel of electricity of the mind and its nature through hypnosis from a man that's experienced it
from every source known to man and nature, plus how it can be applied to ALL kinks. This is the spice to
every kinky meal.

Vocal Techniques: Live in the Moment, Become Your Character (Calico)
Time: Fri 3:00PM in Classroom 1 (Lecture, Demo, Hands-on)
Audience/Experience level: Everyone, All levels
May contain: Hypnosis demo, Emotional intensity
In audio performances of any kind, all nuance and context is given by your voice alone. The most realistic
performances come from those who can become their character; those who can convince you they believe
in what they say. However, why not take that a step further? With hypnosis, you can project yourself into
your character's mind and, for a time, believe you ARE the character: living in the moment, experiencing
what they do. Join Calico as she demonstrates means to try this by yourself or with another's help as well as
the variety of characters you can get into. From good to evil and innocent to lewd, anything is possible with
imagination. Come prepared to have fun and perhaps grab a script to try your hand at hypnotically-aided
voice acting with Calico's guidance.

Your First Few Scripts (Percy)
Time: Fri 3:00PM in Classroom 2 (Lecture, Discussion)
Audience/Experience level: Everyone, Beginner (0-5 sessions)
Ever wonder how those erotic hypnotists seem to know exactly what to say, and when to say it, how they
have such a smooth delivery? Well one of the ways to be able to achieve such ease is through pre-written
and pre-practiced scripts. This workshop is to help the beginning hypnotist develop their patter, and write
the words that will be the building blocks of their craft.
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Talking Body (Ariadne)

Dehumanizations: Animals, Age-Play, and Objects (Percy)

Time: Sat 12:00PM in Classroom 1 (Lecture, Demo)
Audience/Experience level: Everyone, All levels
May contain: Hypnosis demo, Mild violence
Ever hypnotize somebody without saying a word? Or by throwing them up against a wall (or down on the
floor? Hypnosis can be a very physical process. This class covers hypnosis physical, nonverbal, and kinesthetic methods of giving suggestions and inducing or deepening trance. We will cover the basics of hypnotic touch (from the extremely to the not-at-all gentle (then build to more complex inductions, nonverbal
suggestions, and light take downs.

Time: Sat 3:30PM in Classroom 3 (Lecture, Hands-on)
Audience/Experience level: Everyone, Intermediate (5-50 sessions, know some induction/suggestion techniques)
May contain: Hypnosis demo
In many ways, having someone become less than they are is usually easier than most other illusions or
interactions. This class will explore different ways to drop the level of the subject's humanity in as safe a
way as we can manage, some of the pitfalls of this path, why so many people enjoy it, and how to get someone back up to themselves successfully. Of the ages we would be looking at, usually is either young enough
to not be considered an adult, or old enough to need other adults around to provide care. The range of animals is usually quite limitless, including of course the cryptozoolological catalogues. Some of the objects
we might look at include dolls, robots, bimbos, furniture, and puddles. Bring with: A totem or small object
that has significance to you

The Art of Fractionation (Percy)
Time: Sun 10:00AM in Roundtable Room (Lecture, Discussion, Hands-on)
Audience/Experience level: Everyone, All levels
Fractionation is one of the many methods used to deepen and strengthen trance and trance effects. Closer to
fracking then fractions, it can be seen to have both in it's ancestry. This class will help with understanding
and crafting this tool in your toolbox. Pre-negotiation is very important when using this particular tool.
Remember Spiderman's uncle. Bring with: A totem or small object that has significance and notebook/paper
and various writing implements

The Floor Is Lava (Queenofgames)
Time: Fri 9:00PM in Classroom 1 (Hands-on, Experiential/group trance, Game)
Audience/Experience level: Everyone, All levels
May contain: Physical activity
This class (more game than class) is just as the title says: a simple childhood game of The Floor Is Lava
with some hypnosis thrown in. Come to play, become an obstacle for the people playing, or simply watch
the chaos ensue!

The Hypnofetish Trust Pyramid (FallingInward)
Time: Fri 4:15PM in Roundtable Room (Lecture)
Audience/Experience level: Everyone, All levels
A brief guide to a healthy, kinky hypnotic relationship. This is a framework for discussing consent, relationship expectations, and trustbuilding. Followed by a Q&A for advice on communication between partners
exploring hypnosis kink.

The Pen is Mightier (Erogenous Mind)
Time: Sat 11:15AM in Classroom 2 (Lecture, Demo)
Audience/Experience level: Hypnotist, Intermediate (5-50 sessions, know some induction/suggestion
techniques)
When all you have are words, you have to make them count. Without vocal or physical cues, hypnotists
using written trances have to rely on a limited toolbox. This class will discuss various techniques, safety
considerations, and fun ideas to consider in performing hypnotic inductions over a text based medium
(gchat, sleepychat, irc, telegraph, etc.). Sample inductions and methods will also be demonstrated for (at)
the class via projector.

Differing Ethics: Recreational, Stage, Therapy, Experimental (Hypnomaestro)
Time: Sun 3:00PM in Roundtable Room (Discussion)
Audience/Experience level: Everyone, All levels
A discussion comparing and contrasting how the ethical standards of hypnosis vary based on the purpose of
the hypnosis.

Does this smell like Chloroform to you? Drugs, Needles, Fear Play and CNC.
(LeeAllure, DJ Pynchon)
Time: Sat 2:00PM in Classroom 1 (Discussion, Demo, Hands-on)
Audience/Experience level: Hypnotist, Advanced (50+ sessions, comfortable with many induction/
suggestion techniques)
May contain: Hypnosis demo, Nudity, Orgasm, Genital contact, Emotional intensity, Pain, Violence, Fear,
Consensual non-consent
Join LeeAllure and DJ Pynchon as they describe the best way to approach ethical edge play. We'll cover
breaching the idea, negotiations, inductions, staging the scene and aftercare (for hypnotists and subjects
alike). We'll thoroughly discuss how to do edge play ethically and safely, and how to avoid triggers, pitfalls,
and problem areas. We'll especially look at how best to have the most fun doing hypnoplay on the edge.

Dropping Right In (Percy)
Time: Sat 2:00PM in Classroom 3 (Lecture, Hands-on)
Audience/Experience level: Everyone, Intermediate (5-50 sessions, know some induction/suggestion techniques)
When most people begin to fold hypnosis into their various kinky activities, the induction is very prominent. It has been found, though, that as hypnosis becomes part of your regular fare, many people who play
with it want to get right to the main course without enjoying the appetizers first. In this class we explore
ways to minimize or eliminate the overt induction, for those who are already familiar with it. If you do not
have a partner, you can pair up, during the class, for the hands-on section. Bring with: A totem or small
object that has significance to you

Ethics Roundtable: Responsibilities to One Another (Ariadne)
Time: Sat 9:00AM in Roundtable Room (Discussion)
Audience/Experience level: Everyone, All levels
This years ethics roundtable is about discussing our responsibilities to one another in various relationships,
such as hypnotist and hypnotee, top and bottom, dominant and submissive, community member and community, community leader (whatever that means to you) and community, and others.
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Erotic Hypnosis 101 (Wiseguy)

Skip the Trance (HypnoMaster_D, Lady Adventure)

Time: Fri 10:00AM in Classroom 2 (Lecture, Demo)
Audience/Experience level: Everyone, Beginner (0-5 sessions)
May contain: Hypnosis demo
Just getting started with erotic hypnosis? This overview gives you a broad view of what erotic hypnosis is
about: what it is, how it's used, and how an erotic hypnosis scene is structured and executed. Geared toward both the hypnotist and the hypnotee (subject). Includes a demonstration scene with an audience volunteer.

Time: Fri 10:00AM in Classroom 3 (Discussion, Demo, Hands-on)
Audience/Experience level: Everyone, Intermediate (5-50 sessions, know some induction/suggestion techniques)
May contain: Hypnosis demo, Orgasm
You can give your partner an unplanned suggestion, or trigger, on the spur of the moment, anytime, day or
night. You don't really need a trance to set it up. We'll explain how, demonstrate, and provide on-the-spot
coaching for partners who want to explore this.

Ethical Pick Up Play (DJ Pynchon)

Subject Empowerment Part 1: Know Thyself & Boundaries (LuckyAlbatross)

Time: Sat 12:00PM in Roundtable Room (Lecture, Discussion, Demo, Hands-on)
Audience/Experience level: Everyone, Beginner (0-5 sessions)
May contain: Hypnosis demo
Join DJ Pynchon as he works with the class on exploring how to ethically, safely, and effectively manage
your hypnotic pick up play. How to find a partner, how to begin the discussion, how to develop and set
boundaries, how to manage expectations and privilege, and how to discuss aftercare, are all covered in this
class. The class finishes with a live demo of a scene from start to finish.

Time: Sat 5:00PM in Classroom 2 (Lecture, Discussion)
Audience/Experience level: Subject, All levels
May contain: Emotional intensity
Being a passive, controlled, overpowered, mindless subject is an amazing space many of us enjoy, however
the reality is that we're all still actively creating the experiences in hypnosis. The more we understand how
the process works and how to care for ourselves, the more pleasure we can have. Part I will review the
basics of hypnotic empowerment and positive boundary practicing. *No latecomers, doors close 5 minutes
after start time.*

Ethics Roundtable: Responsibilities to One Another (Ariadne)
Time: Sat 9:00AM in Roundtable Room (Discussion)
Audience/Experience level: Everyone, All levels
This years ethics roundtable is about discussing our responsibilities to one another in various relationships,
such as hypnotist and hypnotee, top and bottom, dominant and submissive, community member and community, community leader (whatever that means to you) and community, and others.

Fractionation Workshop with CalamityBrain (CalamityBrain)
Time: Fri 12:00PM in Classroom 2 (Hands-on, Experiential/group trance)
Audience/Experience level: Everyone, Beginner (0-5 sessions)
May contain: Hypnosis demo
Learn a few different methods of fractionation. Practice fractionating yourself or small groups. Leave with
that warm fuzzy feeling.

Group Hypo-subliminal-brainwashing experience (LeeAllure, DJ Pynchon)
Time: Sat 5:00PM in Classroom 1 (Hands-on, Experiential/group trance)
Audience/Experience level: Subject, Everyone, Intermediate (5-50 sessions, know some induction/
suggestion techniques)
May contain: Hypnosis demo, Brainwashing
Many people have read the fantasies about being trapped in a room with other people as each of you is lead
into a trance by voices floating around you. You can't tear your eyes from the spiral and maybe there are
words there, flashing and hovering just beyond your consciousness. And then the others in the room with
you start to slip into trance too, and they're saying a mantra. It's only too late that you realize, you're saying
the mantra as well. We think those stories are hot, too, and this is our attempt to make it happen. We will
send you down as deep into a group trance as we can, and bring you back safely. Will you be changed?
There's only one way to find out. There is live and pre-taped component to this. If you would like to know
the phrases used in the brainwashing in advance, contact the instructors.

Hello Subconscious (Lady Adventure, Hypnomaster_D)
Time: Fri 4:15PM in Classroom 3 (Lecture, Discussion, Demo)
Audience/Experience level: Everyone, All levels
May contain: Hypnosis demo, Orgasm, Emotional intensity
There is a huge difference between considering the subconscious within you as a simple minded, highly

Subject Empowerment Part 2: Trigger Safeties & Control Panels
(LuckyAlbatross, Captain Mike)
Time: Sat 6:00PM in Classroom 2 (Discussion, Demo)
Audience/Experience level: Subject, All levels
May contain: Hypnosis demo, Emotional intensity, Consensual non-consent
Being a passive, controlled, overpowered, mindless subject is an amazing space many of us enjoy, however
the reality is that we're all still actively creating the experiences in hypnosis. The more we understand how
the process works and how to care for ourselves, the more pleasure we can have. Part 2 will review putting
safeties on your triggers, establishing your personal "control panel," and recognizing types of suggestions.
Come power yourself up so you can really enjoy letting go.

Subject-directed Trances/Being an Active Subject (Chewtoy)
Time: Sat 2:00PM in Roundtable Room (Lecture, Discussion, Hands-on, Experiential/group trance)
Audience/Experience level: Subject, All levels
May contain: Hypnosis demo
Even if your fantasy is to be helpless and controlled, you can learn to be a lot better at getting there by
practicing taking charge of the hypnotic process yourself. Learn what sorts of things you respond to best, so
you can have your partner use them against you. And participate actively in your own trance safety. This is
a class for people who like to be hypnotic subjects; it will include me talking about my experiences, you
talking about yours, and all of us doing some simple self-directed trance exercises.

Taking their Breath Away: Hypnotic Breath Play (Use the Force (ZanyM,
Sleepingirl)
Time: Fri 4:15PM in Classroom 1 (Demo)
Audience/Experience level: Everyone, Intermediate (5-50 sessions, know some induction/suggestion techniques)
May contain: Hypnosis demo, Nudity, Orgasm, Emotional intensity, Pain, Violence, Fear, Consensual non
-consent, Choking / simulated choking
This demo based class focuses on a topic that many people shy from trying due to safety concerns. With
hypnosis, many of those dangers are less serious. I will talk about important safety precautions for this edgy
but super hot sort of play. Watch me as I implant the breath control suggestion and play with it. Come see
my mind control fantasies become real with a sexy technique inspired by Darth Vader.
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Oh great, what now?? (Baron Voltage)
Time: Fri 12:00PM in Classroom 1 (Lecture, Discussion, Demo)
Audience/Experience level: Everyone, Intermediate (5-50 sessions, know some induction/suggestion techniques)
May contain: Hypnosis demo, Nudity, Orgasm, Emotional intensity, Pain, Violence, Fear
This class will help us fellow evil hypnotists increase predictament situations to enhance fear, confusion,
and utter chaos within your partner's mind. Learn how to make your victim have to decide the lesser of two
evils, that will get them to face utter terror or extreme agony.

Own the Room (Wiseguy)

17
suggestible submissive and a Powerful partner of magnitude. This class will explore the phenomenal possibilities available in this realm of erotic hypnosis when you take a moment to introduce yourself, partner up
with and then invite Your Subconscious to co create with you. The experiences you desire, crave and are
willing to shift perspective to authentically achieve will blow your minds. These 5 words WILL change
your life Hello Subconscious, Thank You Subconscious.

Hypno Scouts Ice Breaker (Sebastian Steerpike)
Time: Fri 8:00PM, Sat 11:15AM in Classroom 1 (Hands-on, ice breaker)
Audience/Experience level: Everyone, All levels

Time: Sun 11:00AM in Roundtable Room (Lecture, Demo)
Audience/Experience level: Everyone, Intermediate (5-50 sessions, know some induction/suggestion techniques)

Hypno Scouts is a just-for-fun way to meet people, get new ideas, and create a NEEHU 8 memento by
collecting little sticker "merit badges" for various hypno, play, un-con, and social activities. Join us for a
short introduction to Hypno Scouts--it's a great opportunity to get to know folks, pair up, and get started
earning some badges! Newcomers, first-timers, and experienced Scouts are all welcome!

A lot of the time hypnosis is something we do with one or two partners. But what if you'd like to hypnotize
a large group? Wiseguy shares the benefit of his experience doing hypnosis in large, medium, and small
groups in this class so that you can lead a group trance with confidence and skill.

Hypno-Bloggers Roundtable (Moderated by EnScenic)

Queering Trance: Hacking Gender with the Mind (Paxton, FayCreature)
Time: Sat 11:15AM in Roundtable Room (Discussion, Demo, Hands-on)
Audience/Experience level: Everyone, All levels
May contain: We will work on getting everyone to talk.
This class will explore ways to queer and be queer with trance, such as blending physical and emotional
connections, body parts made of energy, and turning each other on by affirming queer identities. The class
will be discussion-based and will involve sharing of experiences and ideas among participants and the presenters/facilitators. We will begin by agreeing to ground rules for discussion to ensure all voices are heard
and valued.

Rope, Connection, Trance (Mephki)
Time: Fri 11:00AM in Classroom 1 (Lecture, Demo, Hands-on)
Audience/Experience level: Everyone, Intermediate (5-50 sessions, know some induction/suggestion techniques)
May contain: Hypnosis demo, Violence
Learn the basics of inducing trance while you tie! This class incorporates some kinaesthetic trance, some
traditional hypnosis, and that special je ne sais quoi that brings it all together. The class will begin with a
rope based group focusing exercise and progress to demo and practice time for a few hypnotic rope techniques. If you have rope, bring it, if not we will have some available.

Setting Your Subjects Up for Success (sex-obsessed-lesbian)
Time: Fri 12:00PM in Classroom 3 (Lecture, Discussion, Demo)
Audience/Experience level: Hypnotist, newer/shaky-feeling subjects may find useful stuff in, All levels
May contain: Hypnosis demo
"I don't think I was really in trance." "But I was still able to move my arm." "I'm a really difficult subject."
"I guess I just can't be hypnotized." Most of us have heard these sentiments, from our subjects or friends or
even our own brains. This kind of thinking can lead to, at best, self-doubt, and at worst, someone deciding
that hypno just isn't for them. How can we as ‘tists make sure that our subjects have a successful and empowering trance experience, and come away from it knowing that hypnosis is a thing that they can do? In
this class, we'll explore this very question, and discuss the things that ‘tists can do to help their subjects
succeed. Some of the topics we'll cover: pre-talk and negotiation; safety; choosing the right inductions and
triggers; and how to respond when your subject says "That didn't work!" Subject-inclined folks are more
than welcome as well: we would love to hear your thoughts on these questions! And if you feel like a quoteunquote difficult subject, we hope we can give you a new perspective!

Time: Fri 12:00PM in Roundtable Room (Roundtable)
Audience/Experience level: Everyone, bloggers and people who read blogs, Beginner (0-5 sessions)
The erotic hypnosis community has an incredibly strong online presence; if you are a blogger who's interested in hypnosis come join us for a what is sure to be a sentimental free-for-all of mutual admiration and
hypno discussion.

Hypno-Madlibs (SuppleSpiral)
Time: Fri 8:00PM in Classroom 2 (Friday night event)
Audience/Experience level: Everyone, All levels
May contain: offensive language (who knows what words we come up with)
so the classic madlibs, with a twist. you can either call out special words or nonsense ones... and i will fill in
the blanks to create the story i will later read. we can twist this hypnotically in many different ways so you
never know where this will take all of our brains. this is a adult nsfw presentation that is meant to be funny,
silly, and tension taming (at least a little bit) so come madlib with me!

Hypno-oh-Oh-OH! (LeeAllure, DJ Pynchon)
Time: Sat 6:00PM in Classroom 1 (Hands-on, Experiential/group trance)
Audience/Experience level: Everyone, Intermediate (5-50 sessions, know some induction/suggestion techniques)
May contain: Hypnosis demo, Nudity, Orgasm, Genital contact, Emotional intensity
Many of us have the fantasy of being hypnotically lead as they masturbate through one (or more) orgasms,
but rarely have the ability to do this in a safe and secure fashion. LeeAllure and DJ Pynchon will use their
dual induction techniques to lead each participant into a trance and guide them through a roller coaster of
experiences. The class size will be limited and there will be a sign-in sheet posted on the day of the event.
Once the session begins, there will be no in or outs allowed except for emergencies. All participants must
wear blindfolds which must be kept on through the duration of the experience. Sex toys are allowed. Touching by the hypnotists may be negotiated on a case-by-case basis. Blindfolds, coverings, and lubrication will
be provided. Note that this is a class for participants only and we respectfully ask that you bring a good
attitude and your openness and ability to experience pleasure.
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Hypno-Topping Essentials (Wiseguy)

Making It Stick (Wiseguy)

Time: Sat 9:00AM in Classroom 2 (Lecture, Discussion)
Audience/Experience level: Hypnotist, Beginner (0-5 sessions)

Time: Sat 6:00PM in Roundtable Room (Lecture)
Audience/Experience level: Hypnotist, All levels

There is a lot more to being a skilled hypnotic top than just knowing how to hypnotize someone. This class
covers the important things a skilled hypnotic top does before, during, and after a scene to help ensure that
everyone involved has a positive experience.

A lot of hypnotists find that sometimes it's hard to get a suggestion to really take hold in their partner's
mind. In this class Wiseguy will explain some of the reasons this can happen, demonstrate techniques for
helping to seat suggestions in your partner's mind, and discuss what to do when, despite your best efforts,
the suggestion still doesn't seem to work as intended.

Hypnoamory (RoseSpells, doomsux, Sebastian Steerpike)
Time: Sat 5:00PM in Roundtable Room (Discussion, Panel Discussion)
Audience/Experience level: Everyone, All levels
What issues, joys, and challenges emerge when people enter into erotic hypnosis as a fun, sexy kink and
then feelings develop on one or both sides of the watch? How do those feelings impact real-life monogamous or polyamorous relationships? Topics may include new poly situations (sometimes for people new to
poly), jealousy, existing significant others who are not into EH, communication, hypnotists' and subjects'
responsibilities, and EH/hypno-kinky relationships that work.

Hypnosis For Fearplay (D'artagnan, Melody)
Time: Sat 9:00AM in Classroom 3 (Lecture, Demo)
Audience/Experience level: Everyone, Intermediate (5-50 sessions, know some induction/suggestion techniques)
May contain: Hypnosis demo, Emotional intensity, Pain, Violence, Fear, Consensual non-consent
We've all had the paranoid notion that the creaking noise coming from downstairs was not "just the pipes"
but a maniac with a hatchet. Through Hypnosis, we can take that feeling and turn it into an surreal, terrifying experience. Through a series of Q&A sessions and open discussion we'll go over the best way to scare
the daylights out of someone while staying risk aware enough to make sure no one's scared off for good.

Hypnosis for more creative Doll Play (D'artagnan, Melody)
Time: Sat 6:00PM in Classroom 3 (Lecture, Discussion, Demo)
Audience/Experience level: Everyone, Intermediate (5-50 sessions, know some induction/suggestion techniques)
May contain: Hypnosis demo, Emotional intensity, Pain, Violence, Fear, Consensual non-consent
If you're a fan of doll play or any kind of play that has you transform someone into something else then you
know how important nuance and creativity are. If personal preference is taken into account every doll,
robot, android, etc. will have it's own unique features and idiosyncrasies. This class goes over just that,
covering ways to use hypnosis in order to turn you partner into the most beautiful or terrifying construct
you all can come up with.

Hypnotic Anesthesia and Enhanced Sensation (Wiseguy)
Time: Sun 3:00PM in Classroom 2 (Lecture, Demo)
Audience/Experience level: Hypnotist, All levels
May contain: Hypnosis demo
Learn how to use hypnosis to control your partner's body sensations. We will discuss and demonstrate
techniques to reduce sensation (anesthesia) as well as to enhance and manipulate it, all for fun and erotic
purposes. Beginner friendly!

MC Fantasy and Hypno Reality: (Sebastian Steerpike, Erogenous Mind)
Time: Sun 12:00PM in Classroom 1 (Demo)
Audience/Experience level: Everyone, Intermediate (5-50 sessions, know some induction/suggestion techniques)
May contain: Hypnosis demo, Orgasm, Fear, Consensual non-consent
Some come to erotic hypnosis via fictional mind control fantasies (science fiction or magic in movies, TV,
literature, comic books, and erotica). This class will focus on adapting non-consensual MC fetishes to real
hypnosis and the cooperation and consent such EH play requires. We'll demonstrate coercion/control and
transformation CNC scene play with fantastical elements like spells, potions, ray guns, chip implants, or
remote controls and talk about the logistical and practical issues that arise when crafting scenes that translate imaginary mind control to actual hypnosis.

Neurodiverse Trance: Hypnosis with the Atypical Mind (Paxton, FayCreature)
Time: Sun 12:00PM in Roundtable Room (Discussion, Hands-on)
Audience/Experience level: Everyone, All levels
May contain: We will encourage everyone to participate
If you have experienced trance with one person with autism (or who is otherwise neurodiverse), you have
experienced trance with one person with autism (or who is otherwise neurodiverse). It is an exciting adventure to engage in trance play with a partner who is not neurotypical, where you will find yourself dancing
with your partner to develop (highly individualized) techniques that work for induction, deepening, and
suggestions. In this class, we will explore topics such as engaging with feelings of overwhelm, anxiety,
sensory overload, eye contact, literal-mindedness, working with the subconscious as an ally, fear of one's
own mind, and other topics important to participants in the class. The class will be discussion-based and
will involve sharing of experiences and ideas among participants and the presenters/facilitators. We will
begin by agreeing to ground rules for discussion to ensure all voices are heard and valued.

Nonverbal Methods: Hypnosis Through Intent (Chewtoy, Miala)
Time: Sun 10:00AM in Classroom 2 (Demo, Hands-on, Experiential/group trance)
Audience/Experience level: Hypnotist, All levels
May contain: Hypnosis demo, participation: physical touch, role and partner switching
You are communicating with your subject all the time, in ways you might not even be aware of. Deliberately practicing some of these other ways will help you use them more effectively, and can be a mysterious
and hot way to put someone in trance on its own. This class will be almost entirely hands-on practice, of a
variety of exercises involving different kinds of nonverbal communication. We will be switching partners
and roles frequently(come prepared to trance and be tranced. Though we'll play with a number of different
sorts of communication short of trance, we will not be doing anything more with our casual trance partners
than bringing them under and then out again(this is not a place to scratch your d/s itch. Think of it as a
ballroom dance class with a lot more eye closure.
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Kinky Human Tricks (AmHypnotic)

Hypnotic Service Vacations (LuckyAlbatross)

Time: Sat 3:30PM in Classroom 1 (Lecture, Demo)
Audience/Experience level: Subject, Hypnotist, Everyone, All levels
May contain: Hypnosis demo, Orgasm, Pain
Ever find yourself asking "Well, they're in a trance... now what?"? This will be a demonstration-heavy
presentation, and I'll be looking out for enthusiastically consenting volunteers from the audience! I'll be
showing and giving pointers on how to do a number of consistently-asked-about trance phenomena that can
be used in an erotic or kinky context, such as sensation play, freeze play, role play, hypnotic bondage/
impact, and, of course, the hypnotic orgasm.

Time: Sat 11:15AM in Classroom 3 (Discussion)
Audience/Experience level: Everyone, All levels

Let Me See You Shake (Wiseguy)

Hypnotizing a Hypnotist (Wiseguy)

Time: Sat 10:00AM in Classroom 2 (Lecture, Demo)
Audience/Experience level: Hypnotist, All levels
May contain: Hypnosis demo
Most people have heard of the famous (or infamous) handshake induction, but many don't realize that there
are actually quite a few different handshake inductions. Participants in this class will learn and practice
several different techniques that all start from a simple handshake. Bring a partner or be prepared to meet
someone new to practice with. (At least a little hypnosis experience helps, but a beginner can still benefit
from this class.)

Time: Sun 12:00PM in Classroom 2 (Lecture, Demo)
Audience/Experience level: Everyone, Beginner (0-5 sessions)
May contain: Hypnosis demo
Hypnotists love trance too! If the idea of hypnotizing someone who is a skilled hypnotist (or maybe just
learning to be one) intimidates you, come to this class for inside tips on how to do it successfully, whether
that hypnotist is your dominant or just someone you know and want to play with.

Let's Get Fractionated (Moon-Gazer)

Time: Fri 11:00AM in Classroom 3 (Lecture, Demo)
Audience/Experience level: Everyone, All levels
May contain: Hypnosis demo, Nudity, Pain
Do you enjoy impact play? Do you enjoy hypnosis? If you do, this is the perfect class for you! In this class
we will go over different techniques and methods to induce someone into a trance state through impact
play. You will get to see different types of impact toys and techniques to create very hot inductions.

Time: Sat 10:00AM in Roundtable Room (Lecture, Demo, Hands-on)
Audience/Experience level: Everyone, All levels
May contain: Hypnosis demo
Fractionation is one of the most versatile tools we have in hypnosis. We'll demonstrate fractionation as
induction, deepener and as it's own form of play. Come join us and get fractionated (if you want).

MacGyver Inductions (sex-obsessed-lesbian)
Time: Sat 5:00PM in Classroom 3 (Lecture, Demo, Hands-on)
Audience/Experience level: Hypnotist, Everyone, All levels
May contain: Hypnosis demo
Armed with only a stapler and some dental floss, can you escape a holding cell and blow up the bay guy's
getaway vehicle?! (That's the sort of thing MacGyver does, right?) I sure can't, but I can show you how to
make a badass hypnotic induction out of them! Making inductions out of any random thing exercises your
creativity, improves your hypnotic fluency, and opens up huge swaths of possibilities for play, sexy and
silly alike. In this class, we'll talk about some strategies for generating induction ideas when given a particular object, and put some of these strategies into practice as a group. Come flex those creative muscles and
up your hypnosis game! (No topping experience is necessary: this class is open to folks of all experience
levels and all toppy/bottomy/curious/voyeuristic persuasions.)

Make it Hurt (D'artagnan, Melody)
Time: Sun 12:00PM in Classroom 3 (Lecture, Discussion, Demo)
Audience/Experience level: Everyone, Intermediate (5-50 sessions, know some induction/suggestion techniques)
May contain: Hypnosis demo, Emotional intensity, Pain, Violence, Fear, Consensual non-consent
Playing with pain on it's own is great but sometimes you want something extra that might not be realistic or
doable. Finding creative ways to integrate hypnosis can turn a short drop into a bottomless pit or a credit
card into the world's sharpest knife. Join us in talking not only about hypnotic techniques but the ways you
can mix them with real physical play.

While service can be a deeply fulfilling aspect of a relationship, it's not always easy to start, maintain or
deepen with so many distractions. Come learn how to use hypnosis to create and enhance your "service
vacation weekend" experience to embrace and experiment with this delicious and complex dynamic.
Whether it's robotic service in the kitchen, blissful blank service in the bedroom or everyday executive
service in the boardroom, hypnosis can open the door.

Impactful Inductions (Moon-Gazer)

Imperio! - Incorporating Fantasy into Hypnosis (MindControlFun)
Time: Sun 11:00AM in Classroom 1 (Lecture, Demo)
Audience/Experience level: Everyone, All levels
May contain: Hypnosis demo, Orgasm, Emotional intensity, Pain
Using Harry Potter as a primary lens, this class will explore using fantasy and sci-fi tropes in suggestions.
We will discuss the use of props, major themes, ethical practice, the merits of well-known vs. lesser known
tropes, and 'fanfic'-hypnosis in this process, as well as how to integrate fantasy and science fiction + hypnosis with other kinks! "Wizard Dueling" and Co-topping demos will be included!

Inductions Workshop (LeeAllure, DJ Pynchon)
Time: Fri 11:00AM in Classroom 2 (Lecture, Discussion, Demo, Hands-on)
Audience/Experience level: Everyone, Beginner (0-5 sessions)
Join us as LeeAllure and DJ Pynchon demonstrate the many, many ways to send someone into trance. Our
goal is to unlock your creativity and free you from the need for specific props, places, or scripts. We'll also
look how to tailor your induction for your scene and how to change course when something doesn't seem to
be working. This class incorporates how to ask for express consent without ruining surprises, and how to
work with your partner to achieve deep trances.

Intro to NEEHU (Mephki, DJ Pynchon)
Time: Fri 2:00PM in Classroom 1 (Lecture, Discussion)
Audience/Experience level: Everyone, Beginner (0-5 sessions)
Get the most out of NEEHU with our deluxe welcome spiel. Here, we will talk about what to expect, ways
to make your con better, and how to combat con-drop. We'll also give you a brief rundown of rules on
consent and privacy, etiquette, and what the heck is an "unconference"? It's not mandatory, but it's highly
recommended if this is your first -ehu or kink event.

